
Name: __________________________ 
Address: _________________________ 
City:____________ State:___ Zip:______ 
Phone: ________________________ 

As a participant, I, the undersigned will hold harmless the City of Fruita, the Fruita Area Chamber of          

Commerce, Fruita Fall Festival, Fruita Fall Festival Committee, it’s sponsors and Officials for  any injury or 

property loss arising out of this event and related activities. I have also read and will abide by the rules on the 

reverse side of this application.  Return form to jackplusjill@hotmail.com or bring to the event.  

(See reverse side for more information on each event.) 

Signature:_____________________________________   Date:____________________ 

BROUGHT TO YOU  BY: 



Moustache 

Natural Moustache: Mustache may be styled but without aids. The hairs are allowed to start 

growing from up to a maximum of 1.5 cm beyond the end of the upper lip. No aids are allowed.

   

English Moustache: Slender, beginning from the middle of the upper lip with the hairs extreme-

ly long and pulled to the side. Tips may be lifted slightly. The hairs are only allowed to start 

growing up to the end of the upper lip. Aids are allowed. 

Dali Moustache: Slender with long tips, straight up or arching up. The hairs are only allowed to 

start growing up to the end of the upper lip. Aids are allowed.  

Imperial Moustache: Small and bushy with tips arching up. The hairs are only allowed to start 

growing up to the end of the upper lip. Aids are allowed. 

Hungarian Moustache: Big and bushy, beginning from the middle of the upper lip and pulled to 

the side. The hairs are allowed to start growing from up to a maximum of 1.5 cm beyond the 

end of the upper lip. Aids are allowed. 

Freestyle Moustache: All moustaches that do not match other classes. The hairs are allowed to 

start growing from up to a maximum of 1.5 cm beyond the end of the upper lip. Aids are allowed.  

Partial Beard 

Natural Goatee: Facial hair grown only on chin, upper and lower lip. Beard and moustache may 

be styled but without aids. Aids are not allowed. Moustache not required.  

Fu Manchu: Chin shaved with moustache allowed to start to grow up to a maximum of 2 cm be-

yond and below the end of the upper lip. Tips are long and pulled down. Aids are  allowed.  

Sideburns: All sideburns with shaved chin. 

Imperial Partial Beard: Hair on the cheeks and upper lip. There must be clean shaven spaces 

of at least 4 cm wide (the width of a razor blade) on the chin and between the facial hair and the 

onset of the head hair. The whiskers are styled upwards. No closed curls. The hairs on the up-

per lip may not be separated from the hairs on the cheeks. The hairs may not be too long, not 

above the level of the eyes. Styling aids are allowed. 

Musketeer: Moustache long and slender. Hairs are allowed to start growing from up to maximum of 1.5 

cm beyond the end of the upper lip. Beard small and pointed. 

Amish Beard: Unbroken unshaven area from temple to chin to temple. Upper lip clean shaven.  

Freestyle Partial Beard: All partial beards not matching other classes will be considered partial beard 



Full Beard 

Full Beard Natural: As grown, moustache integrated. No styling aids allowed. 

Full Beard with Styled Moustache: As grown, only moustache can be styled with aids 

and may start growing from up to maximum of 1.5 cm beyond the end of the upper lip.  

Verdi: Short, length not to exceed 10 cm, and round. Moustache may be styled. Aids are 

allowed. 

Garibaldi: Broad, full and round. Length not to  exceed 20 cm, moustache integrated. 

Aids are not allowed. 

Full Beard Freestyle: All full beards not matching other classes will be considered full     

beard freestyle. Aids are allowed. 

Business Beard 

Includes nicely trimmed full beards that are under 1 inch long.  

 

Fantasy Fuzz 

This is a fun category for anyone, men, women, or children. Get Creative and let’s see that fantasy 

fuzz!  

 

Styled 

Include all styled moustache, partial, or full beards 

Imperial Partial Beard: Hair on the cheeks and upper lip. There must be clean shaven 

spaces of at least 4 cm wide (the width of a razor blade) on the chin and between the facial 

hair and the onset of the head hair. The whiskers are styled upwards. No closed curls. The 

hairs on the upper lip may not be separated from the hairs on the cheeks. The hairs may 

not be too long, not above the level of the eyes. Styling aids are allowed.  

Musketeer: Moustache long and slender. Hairs are allowed to start growing from up to 

maximum of 1.5 cm beyond the end of the upper lip. Beard small and pointed.  

Amish Beard: Unbroken unshaven area from temple to chin to temple. Upper lip clean 

shaven. 

Freestyle Partial Beard: All partial beards not matching other classes will be considered 

partial beard freestyle. Aids are allowed. 


